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ISMLA Spanish Day 

Instituto Español ‘Vicente Cañada Blanch’,  

317 Portobello Rd, London W10 5SZ 

Saturday 11th June, 2016 

The following academic lecturers will be speaking on an aspect of 
their research that could be adapted for or relevant to the secondary 
classroom: 

�� Dr Jo Evans (UCL) 
�� Professor Stephen Hart (UCL) 
�� Professor Dominic Keown (Cambridge) 

There will be two further sessions on: 

�� 'Preparing VI-Formers for Higher Education in Spanish' (Dr 
Mariama Ifode) 

�� Portuguese (Mr Felipe Schuery, Cambridge) 
 

Tickets are £55 to members (If a school sends more than one delegate, 
there will be a £20 reduction for each of the extra delegates) and £65 to non-
members. 
If you wish to attend the day, please obtain and return the form available at 
http://www.ismla.co.uk/. Alternatively, email Kevin Dunne 
(kevindunne23@me.com) or Daniella Mardell (Daniella.Mardell@spgs.org) 
 
We look forward to seeing you then! 
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I thoroughly enjoyed my first ISMLA conference as Chair just a few weeks ago 
at the end of January and I thank many of you for your very positive feedback. 
Manchester Grammar School were superb hosts and Vice-Chair John Wilson, 
assisted by a very conscientious committee, did a very slick job. I came away with 
lots of ideas to put into practice the following week, as well as being armed with 
the most up-to-date facts and statistics regarding the demise of Modern Lan-
guages as a subject in the UK. Summaries of all of the talks can be found in this 
edition of our newsletter. The opening and closing talks by Jocelyn Wyburd and 
Barnaby Lennon to the whole group of delegates were extremely thought-
provoking and made an impact on us all. This was evident from all of the 

ISMLA2016 tweets that appeared during and after the conference.  

 

I would like to reflect here a little on some of the points that Jocelyn Wyburd 
made in her speech. Jocelyn holds several high-profile roles within the sphere of 
the learning, teaching and promotion of modern languages. She is Chair of 
UCML (University Council for Modern Languages), Chair of the national adviso-
ry board for Routes into Languages and Director of the Cambridge Language 
Centre. Many of you will have heard that the government funding for Routes 
into Languages has been withdrawn and Jocelyn made a plea at the end for you 
to contact your local branch to see if you could get involved. There might be a 
possibility of independent schools subscribing to the events and projects and 
there have certainly been many excellent initiatives brought to our areas over the 
last few years by Routes. It would be terrible if it were to disappear. 

 

Jocelyn spoke about the knock-on effect of the decline in language-learning in 
schools on university departments. The effect of modern language faculties clos-
ing down is, of course, less choice of what you can study and where. Between 
2002-2014 there was a 57% drop in the number of students taking a modern 
language. The fact that we are seeing fewer double linguists at A-level means that 
our pupils identifying themselves less as linguists today. I wonder how many of 
you can relate to this – are there fewer double linguists than previously at GCSE 
level or A-level, or both? We have focused for a long time on fewer pupils learn-
ing a language, but the point about fewer pupils taking more than one language is 

From the Chair 
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not something that has been widely discussed. How are pupils in your schools 
advised regarding specialism in languages at GCSE and beyond? Are they actively 
advised against taking two languages in favour of breadth? Is this something 
worth raising in your schools?  

 

Another point raised, and another one for us to consider, was that Jocelyn be-
lieved that some young people decided against a Modern Languages degree be-
cause they were scared of the year abroad. This was possibly because of the de-
mise of the school exchange or due to fewer trips abroad, and Jocelyn also made 
the point that if we lose the EU, we lose Erasmus. For those of you struggling to 
recruit good staff to your departments, it became clear why when we were told 
that there is a shortage of 4,000 language teachers at present and only 235 due to 
graduate with a PGCE languages specialism this summer. Added to that, only 
6.6% of language graduates traditionally follow a career path in education. These 
were, perhaps, the most shocking facts from the talk for me, and we must all 
help address this. 

 

There are, however, many positives. The new EBacc for our present Year 7 
groups, means languages are compulsory for those schools following this model. 
The new GCSEs and A-levels are more stimulating, so pupils will hopefully be-
come re-engaged. Numbers in higher education of those who have taken a 
language course on the side (eg. Engineers or postgrads) have doubled, although 
39% of these are international students… German is the fastest growing lan-
guage in university language centres. They are seeing increases year on year in 
German, and paid evening classes at universities are full. These last points indi-
cate that students realise that they need to be global graduates once they are at 
university, but are slower on the uptake regarding this at school. School pupils 
also know that they can do a language on the side at university quite easily now. 
As I said in the last newsletter, I am convinced that pupils do not think about 
what will be useful for their future careers as much as we think; they rather live 
in the present. Therefore, arguments that having a language will set them apart 
often fall on deaf ears. What is more important is that they are enjoying inspira-
tional language teaching and feel that they are successful in their language learn-
ing at school. This will make them continue. By the time they are at university, 
their future career is becoming their present. 
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Jocelyn ended her talk by telling us that big international companies no longer 
recruit their graduates from UK universities any more. They are better off re-
cruiting multilingual students from elsewhere in Europe. However, the UK 
needs specialist linguists for strategic reasons so we all need to enhance the 
value of our discipline. As you can imagine, the only word to describe the hall at 
the end of Jocelyn’s talk is ‘buzzing’. Her talk resonated with all of us and pro-
vided us with lots of different angles to explore back in our schools. I find her 
UCML Facebook page and Twitter superb for keeping on the cutting edge of 
the debate, so urge you to look these up. Please remember also to seek out the 
ISMLA Facebook page and Twitter account and ask ALL of the members of 
your departments to do the same. 

 

While Nick Mair continues to work with Ofqual, who still seems willing to lis-
ten to modern language teachers about the severe grading issues and is accept-
ing of the need for change, we all need to do our bit in our schools. Please keep 
communicating with us – it all helps and I am very hopeful that we will see 
changes for the better over the next few years. 

 

Sara Davidson (https://twitter.com/ismla_uk) 

 

The ISMLA conference was, as ever, an invigorating event and we are certainly 
lucky as linguists to have such opportunities available to us. It struck me that 
day that many other subject teachers would have enjoyed the sessions on offer 
as there were so many fresh teaching ideas, together with up-to-date infor-
mation about the educational landscape in the UK, that were relevant to us all. 
The fact that our rich afternoon sessions focused on film studies also demon-
strated the importance and the benefits of a cross-curricular approach to teach-
ing languages. In the Mandarin session, Miriam Williams of the Anglo-
European School in Essex, a school with a strong international dimension, ex-
plained how she has introduced Chinese New Year celebrations in all subject 

From the Editor 
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areas at her school; from the study of Chinese emperors’ different traditions in 
History to the impact of patterns of migration on celebrations around the world 
in Geography, the possibilities are endless. A study conducted by the National 
Teacher Research Panel at the same school found that pupils’ thinking skills 
improved as perceived barriers between subjects were broken down: ‘teachers 
have witnessed first-hand the benefits of taxing thinking skills through cross-
curricular collaboration, and the extent to which this aids the transferability of 
knowledge and skills by students’. I hope that the cross-curricular initiatives sug-
gested here in our feature inspire you to follow suit – and would love to hear of 
any further successful projects that you have set up in your own schools! 

 

Davina Suri  
 
 

ISMLA Conference 2016 
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Members of the committee share their experience of the conference: 

 

Helen Myers: The new GCSE specifications 

 

Helen Myers is widely known for her meticulous research and well-informed 
presentations on changes to the examination systems. When invited many 
months ago, Helen fully expected to be in a position to be able to do a thorough 
objective comparison of four approved examination boards specifica-
tions.  However, only one has so far been approved (AQA). Helen therefore 
concentrated on outlining the following three areas: 
 
1) The  context for the change  
2) The subject content, subject conditions and subject guidance as laid down by 
Ofqual and the DfE  
3) The possible 'variables' which may influence school choice of exam board, 
once approved. 
 
Helen took us through the process that had led up to the new specifications, 
giving the wider context and explaining the roles taken by different bodies. A key 
challenge had been the staggered introduction of the reforms, resulting in not 
inconsiderable confusion for parents and teachers. Helen then focused on how 
best to choose the specification which was right for pupils, highlighting the need 
to look at question types, length of examinations, differences in approaches and 
clarity of assessment criteria. Helen advised teachers that the most important 
questions to consider were: 
 
Validity – does the exam test what it is meant to be testing? 
Reliability – does it test fairly? 
Accessibility – does it allow the whole cohort to show what they know, under-
stand and can do? 
 
Helen was kind enough to make her presentation available on her web page im-
mediately after the conference and the full Powerpoint in pdf form can be found 
at http://helenmyers.blogspot.co.uk/.  
 
Jenny Davey 
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Simon Barlass: Thoughts on the new A Levels for Modern Languages 

 

Simon had spent a considerable amount of time researching and comparing the 
draft specifications and sample papers offered by AQA, OCR and Edexcel and, 
more importantly, he had been in touch with the boards right up until a few 
days preceding this talk. He was therefore in a very strong position to offer his 
thoughts and, as someone who, like everyone in the audience, has to make a 
decision sooner or later on which board to choose for A-Level language teach-
ing in September, his succinct and objective summaries were most informative. 
 
Simon mentioned right from the start that none of the specifications had yet 
been accredited by Ofqual, and that all boards were continually changing vari-
ous aspects of their markschemes, assessment grids and sample papers. Many 
elements of the new A-level exams are the same across the three boards but, as 
they have closely followed the recommendations from ALCAB, the oral times 
are the same, the prescribed lists of texts and films are very similar and all 
boards include translation to and from the target language and independent 
research element contained within the oral exam. There are some ideas for 
possible titles for this on the ALCAB website, but pupils must come up with 
an original title for this section. What seems to really differ between the boards, 
is the number of marks awarded and the wording of the markschemes: what 
came through strongly is that AQA appear to have the clearest, most user-
friendly markscheme for the translation and literature/film essays. 
 
Simon tested some of the papers on his pupils at Radley: they performed better 
on the AQA papers. In fact, a show of hands at the end of the talk seemed to 
suggest that AQA was the most popular board among schools who had already 
decided who they would go with.  
 
Edexcel is providing some support material on how to research and how to 
analyse a film and text, and we have been reassured that the markers for all 
boards will know the texts and films examined. Concerns have been raised over 
the short preparation time for the oral exam – only five minutes, but presuma-
bly the emphasis will be on the ensuing discussion rather than the questions or 
points on the stimulus cards themselves. 
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Finally, it appears that all boards will strive for a more even distribution of A* 
grades, and it is also worth noting that the new AS and A level exams are fully co
-teachable, should the structure of your 6th Form curriculum require pupils sit-
ting either exam being taught in the same sets. 
 
Melvyn Bardou 
 

Louisa Dawes: Overcoming challenges in Primary Transition  

 
Louisa Dawes is currently working at The University of Manchester, where she is 
a subject leader for the Secondary ML PGCE, a primary ML tutor and also part 
of the Teach First Team. 
 
She spoke about the challenges both Primary and Secondary practitioners face 
during transition at Year 7 in particular. Louisa highlighted: Communication; 
Progression; Assessment; Mixed experience and Motivation as the main prob-
lematic areas. These may sound familiar to you! 
 
The group discussed the skills and knowledge attributes language learners need 
to have by the end of KS2 in order to make a smooth transition. It could be 
worth establishing links between secondary schools and feeder prep and primary 
schools in order to facilitate a smooth transition. Equally, it is advisable to revisit 
the document published in January 2015 in which the Expert Subject Advisory 
group for ML language-learners established what it is to be "secondary ready". 
Louisa shared many useful tips and strategies and, if you would like a copy of her 
presentation, please send a message to John Wilson. 
 
Anne-Marie Williams 
 

Barnaby Lenon: A time for optimism? 

 
The ISMLA conference was closed by Elthamian, ex-Harrow Headmaster and 
Ofqual board member, Barnaby Lenon, who spoke on reasons for optimism in 
the context of A-level reform. Wittily and piercingly, he spoke of the fall in 
standards in examinations over the past half-century and pointed at 2010/11 as 
the nadir both in terms of grade inflation and exam dumbing-down. He noted a 
number of problems with the current exam setup: the ever-problematic re-marks, 
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 the difference in difficulty of exams and the 
difference in A* numbers (17.7% for Maths vs 
8.1% for ML). All that said, his tone was positive 
as he spoke of the reforms currently underway 
both at A-level and GCSE. Amongst his com-
ments on this subject were some points that will 
be  of  interest  to  linguists  at  independent 
Schools.  He wondered whether  sticking with 
IGCSE will be seen as the ‘easy option’ and rec-
ommended schools to keep an open mind with 
regard to changing back, if appropriate. He also 
said Ofqual were aware of the on-going plight of 
severe grading and were aiming to rectify it, if 
not now, then with the reforms next year. He 
closed the conference with these words: ‘this is a 
time of hope’.  
 

Jim Houghton 
 
Professor Ginette Vincendeau: From social realism to romantic comedy: 

The Parisian banlieue in French cinema 

 
Ginette Vincendeau presented delegates with some excellent ideas on how to 
approach the representation of the Parisian banlieue in film. By relating the topic 
to the changing social and political context, as well as to the French language, it 
is possible to combine an interesting range of films with a social issue that con-
tinues to be in the news, and with which students can relate. Mathieu Kassovitz’ 
La Haine (1995) is, by quite a long way, the most famous example of this type of 
portrayal, but there are other representations worthy of discussion.  

 

The potential for architecture to contribute to a feeling of alienation is expertly 
demonstrated by the directors in the various clips we saw in this session. In Mé-
lodie en sous-sol (Henri Verneuil, 1962), the building of Sarcelles shows the shock 
of the new through the development of suburbs in the 1960s. The straight lines, 
vastness and emptiness of the landscape, and the contrast of the old and the 
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new, have a profound impact on the inhabitants. La Ville-bidon (Jacques Baratier, 
1971-76) gives us the ‘inhuman’ new town of Créteil, a suburb not unlike 
Sarcelles but already becoming more middle-class. On the margins can be seen 
both rubbish tips and the shanty town. The first roots of racism against immi-
grant workers in the shanty town are beginning to show, but on the whole there 
is sympathy for people on the margins. The death of hero at the end of the films 
seems to mirror the death of the community, making this a more political film 
than Mélodie. 

 

Ginette’s book on La Haine, published in 2005, has been an invaluable source of 
ideas for teachers choosing to study the film with their students. The film shows 
violence and racism in the deprived cité, and the difficult multi-cultural banlieue of 
Chanteloup-les-vignes. The great impact and success of ‘black-blanc-beur’ trio in 
the film has inspired other film makers. The social and spatial isolation, confine-
ment and immobility of life in the banlieue can also be seen in films such as Ban-
lieue 13 (2004), Ultimatum (2009), L’esquive (2004), and even comedies such as Les 
Kaïras (2012). 

 

In conclusion, a much-needed feminisation of the banlieue in film is now taking 
place. Films such as Tout ce qui brille (2010), a romantic comedy, show less crime, 
and present a more intimate portrayal, whilst also challenging stereotypes. The 
more recent Bande de filles (2014), with its obvious visual references to La Haine, 
still manages to be different: the characters are all black, and construct a feminine 
point of view. The accent is on solidarity, but at the same time there is a more 
violent reclaiming of space. De l’autre coté du lit (2008) is much more in the 
‘romcom’ mode, and shows a quite different kind of banlieue: here the aspiration 
is to own the ‘dream house’ (pavillon) in the proche banlieue.  

 

To accompany her talk, Ginette gave out a detailed filmography, and kindly 
made available to delegates the five clips she used in her presentation. These are 
now available on the ISMLA website. In a response to a question on where to 
source DVDs of French films, and other languages, it was pointed out that J 
Whiting Books of York, who can be found online at http://
www.worldonlinecinema.com/ have a very good selection, and the website has 
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comprehensive listings of free resources, new releases and an email list. For any 
queries contact julianwhiting@aol.com . 
 
Kevin Dunne 
 

 
Professor Owen Evans: ‘Watching a film is easy, isn’t it?’: Approaches to 

teaching German cultural history through film 

 
The talk focused on the manner in which film can be used to address a variety 
of different historical, cultural and social themes within the classroom. Profes-
sor Evans took as his main case study the film Lore (Cate Shortland, 2012), a 
largely British-funded film directed by an Australian but, at the insistence of the 
director, filmed in German with German cast and crew, in order to achieve 
greater historical realism. The film is on the latest Pre-U syllabus as a topic for 
examination in 2018 within the topic of Frauen, although, as Professor Evans 
showed, the film could equally be used to highlight other topics such as die NS-
Zeit and Erwachsenwerden.  
 
Professor Evans identified the film as reflecting the current interest within film 
and media in history and memory in general and in the experience of the indi-
vidual or the family in a historical context in particular. He discussed the inter-
action between history and fiction: problematic for some, yet inevitably overlap-
ping and interacting constantly, all historical writing being shaped to a certain 
extent by the historian. At the very least, fiction can be said to stimulate histori-
cal reflection.  
 
The definition of a history film was explored. Often, a film will focus on a 
theme that looms large in a nation’s collective memory, bestowing on the film a 
special relationship with notions of nationhood and national identity. In the 
British case, film can be used to affirm positive aspects of the nation’s historical 
narrative; in Germany, the recent turn to history in film can be seen as a nor-
malisation of the nation’s relationship with its past.  
 
Lore portrays the experience of a teenage German girl – the title character - in 
the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, as the Americans arrive to 
take control of their occupation zone. Her parents had been active National 
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 Socialists and her education and upbringing had successfully indoctrinated into 
her a world view that was consistent with that of the party. The film is based on 
Rachel Seiffert’s The Dark Room (2001), in which Seiffert recalls her own experi-
ence as the daughter of parents implicated in National Socialism. Professor Ev-
ans identified various perspectives from which the film could be discussed in 
the classroom: 
 
�� The child’s-eye view of totalitarianism: other works in this category in-

clude Germania Anno Zero, Die Brücke, Die Blechtrommel. The Opfer/Täter 
dichotomy is not clear-cut: Lore is an unsympathetic fanatic, a member 
of the Bund der deutschen Mädchen, is prejudiced, anti-Semitic and a model 
Nazi daughter. She also evokes sympathy for her loss of innocence and 
the fact of her indoctrination. The outward physical journey she makes 
in the film mirrors her psychological journey from indoctrination to 
awareness. How, in the end, do we feel about her?           

�� Occupied Germany: the circumstances of Stunde Null Germany are por-
trayed with vivid realism in the film – the uncertainties, the rubble, the 
struggle for survival and the violence. 

�� Fact versus fiction: is the theory of the interplay between fact and fiction 
correct? Can fiction help inspire historical reflection whilst creating ef-
fective, affecting narrative? Is this film a valid cultural memory docu-
ment? Shorland carried out painstaking research to create the atmos-
phere of Stunde Null, highlighting aspects such as the breakdown of or-
der and die Unfähigkeit zu trauen.  

�� Aesthetics and culture: style of the film, cinematography, mise-en-scène, 
colour, sound.  

�� Comparisons between the film and the ideas of Romanticism: compari-
sons with the Grimm fairy details, the work of Caspar David Friedrich 
and Blut and Boden.  

�� Intertextuality: comparisons with other works depicting young people 
under National Socialism such as Unsere Mütter, unsere Väter and Sophie 
Scholl. 

 
Duncan Peel      
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Dr Duncan Wheeler: Almódovar and Beyond 

 

Duncan began his excellent lecture by ask-
ing us to spare a thought for the poor Ox-
bridge professors who have to sit through 
interview after interview with aspiring un-
dergraduates who want only to talk about 
Bodas de sangre or Los diarios de motocicleta. 
Our sixth-formers can be unadventurous in 
their choices of wider reading and it is up to 
us to widen their horizons or to nudge 
them to rethink well-known and widely-
enjoyed works of art, such as Pedro Al-
modóvar’s films , with a fresh perspective, 
for their own sake as much as anything else. 
Duncan made the following suggestions 
which would work very well in the class-
room: 

 

Almodóvar’s films are open to ‘ironic and multiple readings’. There is great 
scope to explore the stereotypical images of Spain that he plays with and to 
consider to what end these appear in his films. For instance, an exaggeratedly 
‘Hispanic’ Penelope Cruz in Volver is the perfect foil for the representation of 
characters from more marginalised groups in society, such as transsexuals. Al-
modóvar often chooses to portray these members of society in his films; they 
are no less Spanish but they are far less prevalent in cultural representations of 
Spain, which is one reason the director’s films are so important in redressing the 
balance, rather than simply perpetuating a stereotype, as he has been criticised 
for doing. 

 

Almodóvar’s films are brimming with modern phenomena and preoccupations, 
not least the industrialisation of Spain and the migration from rural areas to the 
cities. Whilst the director is now synonymous with Madrid, and indeed the city 
and city life are his most recurring inspiration, several of his films do comment 
upon the devastating effect of the modern world on Spain’s remote villages, 
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such as when the character Ricky returns to his native village, Granadilla in 
¡Átame! to discover it in ruins, a shell of its former self. Volver would also be an 
interesting film with which to explore this contemporary issue. 

A play that teenagers love, and that also provides a perfect way in to the Movida 
Madrilena and its historical, social and cultural importance is Bajarse al moro by 
Alonso de Santos. It’s hugely entertaining and the drug-smuggling plot and ro-
mantic intrigues are a good hook, but the dialogue is also razor-sharp and totally 
of its time. If you aren’t able to study it as a play, simply using some extracts as a 
cultural tool to teach the topic of youth culture would be a rich endeavour. 

 

Davina Suri 

 

Mark Reid: The use of film in teaching 

 

Mark Reid from the British Film Institute presented on using film – in particular, 
short films – in teaching. It was a fun, interactive session starting with a discus-
sion on the advantages of the immersive cultural experience, rich language con-
text and potential for high engagement from pupils. Short films were highlighted 
as particularly useful given their novelty for young people, their manageable 
length and their high cinematic quality. Mark then suggested the following as a 
practical use of a short film in a lesson context: 
 
�� Listen to the opening with no visual and discuss what would be going on 

on-screen. You could use a prompt grid and consider characters / set-
ting / story / mood. This could lead to a good opportunity to encourage 
pupils to write creatively, for example by writing the opening to the story 
as they anticipated it.  

�� Then watch the first two minutes of the film with a prompt grid again to 
discuss puzzles / patterns / surprises / similarities.  

�� Finally, watch the end of the film, which could be particularly surprising 
or unexpected.  

 
Mark ended by feeding back on some research carried out by the BFI in schools. 
75% of pupils said they had really enjoyed lessons with film, finding it more 
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stimulating, more fun, more enjoyable and helpful with pronunciation. After 
attending Mark’s session, I can’t argue with that. 
 

Suggested resources/links: 

 

Ciné-minis - Liven up your Key Stage 2 or 3 French lessons with short films 
from France. This new resource is ideal for teaching a range of French language 
skills such as speaking, listening, vocabulary, reading and writing, and developing 
children's intercultural understanding. It consists of twelve short, lively films, 

made by French filmmakers, carefully se-
lected to stimulate children to speak 
French. It is accompanied by guidelines 
for using the films to stretch students' 
capacity to use the language effectively. 
“Les Crayons” by Didier Barcelo 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=dDYRaSjRy9E)  
www.screeninglanguages.org - An 
online resource for ML teachers and edu-
cation practitioners to find research, infor-
mation and examples of how short film 
can be used in the languages classroom. 
www.myfrenchfilmfestival.com – This 
is an innovative concept aiming to throw 
the spotlight on new generation French 

filmmakers, allowing web-users across the globe to share their enthusiasm for 
French cinema. Now in its sixth year, the festival offers new films, new partner 
platforms, and festival launches held in movie theaters in a number of countries. 
Films can be accessed via the myFrenchFilmFestival.com platform in all coun-
tries. The festival is also available via around forty partner platforms in different 
countries, including iTunes in 90 countries.  

Andy Loughe 
 
Miriam Williams: Engaging and motivating Mandarin lessons 

 
Those who attended the talk on the teaching of Chinese learnt as much about 
engaging ways of teaching ML as they did about the how to deliver Chinese. 
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Miriam Williams is a non-native teacher of Mandarin. She started her career at 
Dulwich and is now the Lead Practitioner of Chinese at the Anglo-European 
School, Ingatestone. This is a 14-19 co-educational comprehensive school with a 
languages specialism. This is not mere lip service to the delivery of ML but a 
school where seven languages are taught with most students studying two lan-
guages to GCSE and some studying three. Where we could derive some inspira-
tion in the dangerous days ahead where four AS subjects will shrink to three is 
from the Ingatestone model; here all students do a language in the Sixth Form. If 
your school has, as most have done, for three A levels and one enrichment then 
now may well be the time to make a bid for a modern language as the enrich-
ment. 
 
Miriam described the ability range of her classes as truly mixed, which has 
pushed her to develop ingenious ways to learn characters in Mandarin. Character 
learning is a known feature of Chinese classes and she went on to describe ways 
in which the learning could be achieved beyond the rather simplistic ‘they look 
like something” sample lesson many of us have seen. The message is by using 
fun games to enable recognition, incorporating Art and story-telling and even the 
history of the characters into the lessons, as well as using excellent on-line re-
sources, all are good ways of making progress – and getting to the HSK, IB, IB 
ab initio, GCSE and A level exams. Her view is that character learning is intri-
guing and attractively differentiates Chinese from other subjects for many pupils. 
  
Miriam also extolled the importance of cross-curricular provision, which can 
provide cultural enrichment that it is hard to find the time for otherwise, as well 
as embedding language-learning within new contexts. Chinese New Year is a 
superb opportunity for this and Miriam suggests a week’s worth of activities to 
do in tutor groups and in Art, History, Geography etc. Activities from martial 
arts to calligraphy to Chinese drumming all go down well. 
 
Many schools will be considering the teaching of Chinese – or perhaps have the 
teaching of Chinese considered for them by an enthusiastic headteacher fuelled 
by parental reading of the Sunday supplements. Miriam’s talk was a realistic and 
useful outline of the many delights that an informed and well-staffed approach 
can bring.  
 
Nick Mair 
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Your editor has kindly invited us to tell you about an idea that is brewing in the 
Committee for Linguistics in Education, where ISMLA is represented by Nick 
Mair. For some years, members of CLiE have been pursuing the idea of intro-
ducing an A-level exam in linguistics, and the recent success of the UK Linguis-
tics Olympiad (run by a subcommittee of CLiE, incidentally) has greatly strength-
ened our case. However, we are making relatively slow progress in our negotia-
tions with the examining boards. We have good links with two of the boards, 
OCR and AQA, both of whom express cautious interest in the idea – but with 
heavy emphasis on 
‘cautious’, pending 
strong evidence for 
a commercially via-
ble uptake.  
 
The problem ap-
pears to be that 
most schools are so 
driven by league 
tables that teaching 
has to be justified 
by the exams that it 
feeds: if it’s not 
examined, it can’t be 
taught. Linguistics 
can’t establish itself 
as teachable unless 
it’s also examinable. 
But maybe A Level 
exams aren’t the 
only possibility. We 
have an alternative 
idea which we’d like 
to offer for 

KALling all language teachers 
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ISMLA’s consideration.  
 
Our idea is to explore a completely different route towards a school-level qualifi-
cation in linguistics, building on all the teaching about language that is already 
demanded by the National Curriculum, but not tested. Under the previous gov-
ernment, the official name for this body of knowledge was ‘knowledge about 
language’ (KAL) – hence our word KALling, which is intended to evoke a combi-
nation of KAL and linguistics. Whilst we recognise the potential tension sur-
rounding the idea of further assessment, it appears to us that pupils are accruing 
understanding about language that is not acknowledged or accredited. 
 
For example, although the new National Curriculum for England never uses the 
term ‘knowledge about language’, it devotes a surprising 23 pages to what is 
KAL in all but name: phonics, spelling, grammar, vocabulary and punctuation. 
For each topic, schools are required to teach explicit principles and to develop 
children’s ability to think analytically about language and to talk about it using 
standard terminology; so both primary and secondary schools are already teach-
ing KAL on a large scale, and applying it as part of their day-to-day teaching. 
These topics are all part of the curriculum for English. What about foreign lan-
guages, where we might expect KAL to be even more important? KAL is there, 
but only just. For Key Stage 2, we find this: 
Pupils should be taught to: [...] understand basic grammar appropriate to the 
language being studied, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine and neu-
ter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and patterns 
of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and how 
these differ from or are similar to English. 
Here the word understand implies explicit knowledge, and this is reinforced by the 
last list-item, about the differences between foreign and English features. Unfor-
tunately, the KS3 curriculum is less explicit about KAL as such, although it does 
require an ability to use vocabulary and grammar from the target language. It also 
states that ‘pupils should be taught to: identify and use tenses or other structures 
which convey the present, past, and future as appropriate to the language being 
studied’. This suggests that some metalinguistic understanding and terminology 
may indeed be necessary.   
 
In short, the National Curriculum demands a great deal of KAL in English from 
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 KS1-4, and some in FL at KS2 and beyond. But suppose a school takes KAL 
seriously, and the pupils learn a lot. How can the school and the pupils get credit 
for their work and achievement? In primary school, we now have the Spelling, 
Punctuation and Grammar tests for KS2, which are about to be extended to 
KS1. These tests give credit for work in primary English; but what about English 
in KS3 and KS4? And what about KAL in foreign-language teaching? Even the 
KAL work at KS2, where KAL is explicitly required, is not tested.  
 
Returning to the KALling project, our plan is to offer a service which would 
allow both pupils and schools to get credit for their work on KAL. The service 
would obviously be optional, and the credit would only have the authority of 
CLiE (which ultimately means CLiE’s sponsors, the Linguistics Association of 
Great Britain and the British Association for Applied Linguistics – two of the 
three major academic associations for university linguistics). But this may never-
theless be attractive to some schools and appreciated by students – not least for 
the credit it may give them in the eyes of university admissions officers, especial-
ly in language and/or linguistics departments. 
 
More concretely, our plans include three separate validation services: 

�� a school-internal instrument for auditing the existing KAL of a class (e.g. 
a new Year 7 class). 

�� an annual Certificate test set and marked centrally by CLiE for KS3 pu-
pils (at the end of compulsory FL teaching). 

�� a similar test, called a Diploma, for KS4 pupils.   
We would hope to introduce the audit instrument in 2016, and the Certificate 
and Diploma in the following years. Since KAL is obviously relevant in FL 
teaching as well as in English, we would also hope that the two departments in a 
school might see the CLiE service as an opportunity for collaboration. 
 
The members of ISMLA are crucial to this project, so we should like to invite 
comments and, even more importantly, to recruit teachers to join us, either as 
consultants or as members of the working group. If this appeals, please write to 
Dick Hudson at dick@ling.ucl.ac.uk.  
 
Gee Macrory and Dick Hudson (Committee for Linguistics in Education) 



 

 

Babel is a quarterly magazine about languages and 
linguistics. Each issue is available in print and digital 
formats and features articles on the latest linguistic 
research, from the etymology of place names to code-
switching in rap. 

Babel, produced with our Linguistic Consultant David 
Crystal, seeks to make linguistics and languages 
accessible and fun to both linguists and non-specialists 
of all ages, with regular features including our Linguistic 
Lexicon, Languages of the World and our own linguistics 
agony-aunt column, Ask a Linguist! 

Yearly subscriptions are available for £22 (+ P&P for 
print subscriptions). 

Find out how to subscribe at babelzine.com, and 
search for Babelzine on Twitter and Facebook. 
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On 7 October 2015, Huw Lewis AM, the Minister for Education and Skills in 
Wales, published Global Futures – a new 5 year plan to improve and promote the 
learning of modern languages in Wales.     

 

The plan sets out how the Welsh Government and partners will work together 
to raise the profile of foreign languages in Wales and support our teachers and 
learners to make the most of the life-changing opportunities that are available to 
them. We want to encourage learners to extend their knowledge of other cul-
tures by becoming ‘Bilingual plus 1’, that is, studying English, Welsh and at least 
one further modern language from primary to public examination level. 

 

Partnership is at the heart of this plan, with the experiences and expertise of a 
wide range of stakeholders, supporting us in realising this vision and bringing it 
into being. The partners include, but are not limited to: the British Council; 
schools; Regional Education Consortia; universities; Estyn; Alliance Française; 
the Institut Français; the Goethe-Institut; the Confucius Institute; the education 
department of the Spanish Embassy; the office of the Italian Consulate General 
in London; Routes into Languages Cymru; BBC Wales; the Open University in 
Wales. These partners form the Global Futures steering group, which is oversee-
ing implementation of the plan and which is chaired by Mr Glynn Downs of the 
Bishop of Llandaff Church-in-Wales school.  

 

This plan sets out how, collectively, we will challenge and then reverse the de-
cline in the take-up of Modern Languages at Levels 2 and 3, and beyond. Our 
strategic actions will be guided by three key themes:  

1. Promote and raise the profile of Modern Languages as an important subject, 
not only at Level 2 but also as a longer-term choice which can lead to exciting 

Global Futures: the Welsh agenda that 
paves the way for a national policy on 
Modern Languages. 
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and valued career opportunities. 

2. Build capacity and support for the professional development of the education 
workforce to deliver the teaching of modern languages effectively from year 5 
onwards, enabling all learners to benefit from the ‘bilingual plus 1’ strategy via 
the New Deal for the education workforce, review of ITET and pioneer schools 
network. 

3. Provide enhanced learning opportunities to engage and excite learners. 

 

To support these actions, we have established school centres of excellence 
across Wales, to enhance partnership working between schools, ensuring that 
standards of teaching are improved and to facilitate the effective delivery of the 
subject Modern Languages at all levels. 

 

The Global Futures plan demonstrates our continued commitment to the pro-
spects of students in Wales of becoming global citizens, able to communicate 
effectively in other languages and to appreciate other cultures. The plan also 
looks to contribute to the future shape of education in Wales and will link into 
the work being done by pioneer schools as they develop the new curriculum for 
Wales, based on Professor Donaldson’s report, Successful Futures.  

 

Through the dedication of Modern Languages teachers in Wales, language sub-
jects have seen consistent high attainment at GCSE and beyond over the years. 
We want to see more young people in Wales gain a formal qualification in a 
language and be able to take advantage of what is, literally, a world of opportuni-
ties. 

 

The Global Futures plan can be found using the following link: http://gov.wales/
topics/educationandskills/publications/guidance/global-futures-a-plan-to-
improve-and-promote-modern-foreign-languages-in-wales/?lang=en  
 

David Heath, Curriculum Division, Welsh Government 
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Several things have prompted me to write this article, and none of them particu-
larly good.  Indeed, in my darker moments I feel as if no one actually wants Ger-
man to succeed as a subject as so many things seem to be stacked against it.  
The first of these is, of course, the examinations system. The difficulty in ob-
taining A*s in general in languages is well documented, as is the unpredictability 
of who will get them. Further to the examination boards agreeing to look into 
this issue, partly thanks to pressure from ISMLA following the 2014 exam ses-
sion, the percentage of A*s in German actually fell in 2015. As yet, no convinc-
ing explanation has come from the examination boards despite Ofqual’s request. 
Unprecedentedly, schools are being urged to let university departments know 
that they do not trust the examination system in this subject and that universities 
should take this in to account when confirming places. In addition to this, there 
remains the perception that German is a hard subject and that it lacks the glam-
our of the romance languages. Out of the nineteen schools in the HMC Mon-
mouth group, eight had no pupils at all doing A2 German last year and several 
schools no longer offer it. As the various newspaper articles over the summer 
stated, if this situation continues, German is vulnerable to “withering away”. 
When you add the fact that very many pupils will now only do three subjects in 
the sixth form and the government seems to focus interminably on the im-
portance of STEM subjects, things are not looking too bright. 
 
The situation is hugely regrettable for a leading nation in the twenty-first century 
when there are just so many reasons why more pupils should be learning Ger-
man. Germany is the most populous and economically important country in 
Europe as well has having huge political influence on the world stage. It remains 
one of the top five languages that Britain needs to master, according to the Brit-
ish Council. The UK does a vast amount of trade with Germany and, anecdotal-
ly, a great number of former pupils are regularly doing business in Germany and 
either telling me how useful their German is or how much they now regret not 
studying it. In terms of a place to visit, as with many aspects of German and 
Germany, once people go there they become converts to the vibrancy of cities 
like Berlin, Munich and Hamburg, the beauty of the mountainous landscape and 
the amazing beaches and lakes. The cultural importance of Germany in terms of 
music, philosophy, literature and architecture cannot really be overstated in 

German matters 
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terms of the enormous impact on European and world culture. For me, howev-
er, a particular importance of learning German is that it is a different sort of lan-
guage from French or Spanish.  Learning an inflected language at school really 
gives pupils a head start if in the future they need to learn Russian or Hungarian, 
for love or money. Whilst I mean no disrespect (and love teaching French) add-
ing Spanish or Italian to the French you have learned cannot do this. I believe we 
mustn’t allow, as Professor Katrin Kohl says is the case, this country’s linguistic 
talent to be wasted by the failure (our failure?) to get more pupils to study Ger-
man at school. 
 
So what can we do to stop the situation getting worse in the short term and then 
to improve it long term?. The new style A level examinations may help by having 
more interesting content, but this will only have impact if the grading issue is 
sorted out so that pupils know they will be rewarded fairly. I think that the Ger-
man teachers I know and have met through ISMLA are extremely passionate and 
dedicated to making the subject a success, but I was struck by the comment 
made by Adam Pettitt, my ex-PGCE mentor, in the last edition of the ISMLA 
magazine. He said that subjects such as German only really thrive if timetable 
choices work in their favour and with inspirational advertising techniques. The 
difficulty in German is getting pupils to do it in the first place.  Once they do, 
here at Bromsgrove, the retention rate from year 9 to GCSE is excellent and I 
know that this is true in other schools.  I also cater for two different groups in 
year 9 to maximise numbers. We have a feed from the prep school that can 
choose either to do German or Latin from year 7, and a beginners’ group in year 
9.  I just hope that the new GCSEs accommodate those who have only started in 
Year 9… 
 
In terms of advertising techniques, I think that we have to accept that we have to 
work harder than most. Trips and exchanges are key and we give the prep school 
pupils a chance to go to Munich in year 7 or 8 and then offer exchange in year 
10.  Despite all the issues surrounding exchanges, we have 28 pupils participating 
this year.  Our exchange school is in Potsdam is hugely interesting in itself and 
just 25 minutes from Berlin. In terms of marketing, I would certainly urge all 
German teachers not to pick somewhere in the back of beyond as a location for 
a trip / exchange. For the sixth form, we organise an evening at a local German 
restaurant with the whole evening is in German and for younger pupils we have 
film evenings (with subtitles) and the usual competitions with publically awarded 
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prizes. I know that lots of schools are doing similar things and would love to 
hear further suggestions from other German departments. 
 
I think that German is worth fighting for in all schools and find it hard to believe 
that teachers have to make this argument so strongly in 2016. Let’s hope that the 
new examinations are both more stimulating and fairer in terms of grading. 
Learning German is a great experience and should be rewarded. In schools, I 
would urge senior managers to protect this subject during the rocky period and 
maybe introduces measures that have a slight bias towards it for a time. Now 
let’s just hope we don’t pull out of the EU…. 
 
Mark Beet, Bromsgrove School 
 
************************************************************************* 
 

DC German Channel: German IGCSE & AS oral 
prep made easy 

 
This is a new collec�on of some 100 three minute videos by the 
German specialists at Dulwich College, led by Head of German, 
Will Dugdale, to help GCSE and AS pupils prepare for their Ger-
man oral exams.  They cover every subject pupils might be test-
ed on (e.g. holidays, family, careers, school life, friendships, 
fashion etc). Read and listen to 
German being spoken and pick up 
top grammar �ps too at the DC 
German Channel  
h�ps://www.youtube.com/
channel/
UCciOilDZ8QxwD3K66UZWqEA/
videos?
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Now in its second year, the North London Independent Schools Spanish debat-
ing competition is growing in popularity, with ten schools participating and thirty
-four pupils engaging in scintillating, thought-provoking and sometimes theatri-
cal exchanges. Debating competitions provide a unique opportunity for pupils to 
share ideas, to hone their A Level oral exam technique and to boost their confi-
dence in a pressurised atmosphere. They also provide a chance for teachers to 
network and to assess how pupils might fare in an alien environment. Having 
managed to establish this event so successfully, it is clear that it is here to stay. A 
further six schools have expressed their interest in the competition and would 
like to take part in 2017. If you are contemplating setting up such a tournament, 
the following guidelines might prove to be of assistance: 
 
�� In the first year, thorough planning and preparation in advance of the 

event is essential. Do your research. Ensure that you have enlisted sup-
port from your school and departmental colleagues. Are senior manage-
ment supportive? Is your school able and willing to host this type of 
event? Contact prospective participating schools with a proposal in the 
first instance. Think carefully about logistics and the likelihood of them 
being able to travel to you. Assess their level of interest.  

�� An event of this magnitude involves wise budgeting and decision-making. 
Our catering department put together a Spanish-themed tapas menu 
which went down well. Is there money for prizes or will you need spon-
sors? 

�� It is important to make the debating competition rules available to all 
schools so that teachers are able to familiarise themselves with them. To 
ensure the smooth running of the competition and for reasons of impar-
tiality, each school should provide at least one adjudicator. 

�� Prizes should be designed to enhance the Spanish learning experience. In 
Year 1, we enlisted the help of the language travel company we use for 
our school trips to sponsor the prizes for the winners and runners-up. 
This year we were fortunate to be able to count on ISMLA to provide 
book vouchers. You may also have school money available for this. 

Host your own debating competition! 
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�� Two weeks before the event, it is time to send out details of the motions that 
the pupils will have to prepare for the preliminary stages of the competition. 
These motions should be concise and always consist of an affirmative state-
ment, such as ‘sixteen year olds should have the right to vote’. Motions 
should not be ambiguous or too complex; try to keep them topical and dif-
ferent to A-level topics. This makes it more interesting for those participating 
to prepare. Also, do enclose the competition schedule and the judges’ names 
and allocations, ensuring that no judge will adjudicate their own school - this 
will ensure that the schools are committed to the event. Do not forget to 
remind participants about the exact timings, directions, parking details and to 
enquire about dietary and accessibility requirements. 

�� On the day, ensure that all relevant school staff are alerted and know about 
the event. Try to enlist the help of pupil volunteers. Provide them with clear 
instructions as to where they should be and at what time. Our Head wel-
comed the participating schools: this always projects a good image of the 
school. It is important that each participating school is allocated a suitable 
classroom in which to practise before the event. 

�� All the adjudicators need to meet before the competition starts to ensure that 
they have understood the rules. This is an opportunity to troubleshoot and to 
iron out any misunderstandings – especially for first-timers. Adjudicating is 
the most challenging aspect of the competition and all judges should bear in 
mind that debating skills should be prioritised over pronunciation, grammar 
and rehearsed content.  

�� Schools may send one or two pairs of debaters, and they will take part in two 
or more debates in the group stage. The winner of each group (decided on a 
point system which forms part of the rules) goes through to a knock-out 
stage (quarter  or semi-final) which leads to the final. The motions for this 
phase are not known by the students before the event, and they will need 20 
minutes' preparation time without the help of teachers and digital resources. 
Participants are allowed notes, but they must not read directly from them. 

�� It is good practice to ask for feedback and to make notes for future reference. 
¡Buena suerte! 

 
Andoni Baleato Mansilla, Mill Hill School 
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One of the perennial questions that we face as teachers is ‘Are we doing the 
right thing?’ or ‘Is what I am teaching relevant to my students’ development?’ All 
of these are valid questions that should inform our practice. But what’s the an-
swer?  
 
Personally, I think connections are fundamental: connections that allow us to 
transfer learning from one context to another; connections that allow us to apply 
solutions or explore meaning through something learnt or understood else-
where. These connections are what make learning relevant.  
 
Whether through concept-based learning or team planning, we can help our 
students make connections that will help them in a huge array of situations in 
life. Cross-curricular collaborations are key to this and here I introduce some 
examples of initiatives we have led at Tanglin, together with an ML-Science pro-
ject from Dulwich College, a Spanish-Drama event from Bedford School and a 
reminder of the cross-curricular (English-ML) benefits of the Stephen Spender 
Competition. 
 
Alexandre-Lluís Bosch Susagna 
 
Tanglin Trust School—a cross-curricular approach 

 
At Tanglin Trust School, our collaborations can be divided into roughly 3 differ-
ent types. First, we include topics in our curriculum that complement the work 
covered in other subjects. Second is the use of a foreign language to help stu-
dents complete a project in another subject. Finally, the rarest and best of cases, 
students and departments collaborate to create something unique and fully inter-
twined.  
One example of the first type is our Year 9 ‘Diario de un marinero de la Armada 
Invencible’. In this project, we work with the History Department and, straight 
after the students have covered the Spanish Armada topic in History, we teach 
our Year 9 students the ‘diary entry’ text type and appropriate linguistic struc-
tures in order to create a diary entry of one of the Spanish sailors who were in 
the Spanish Armada. This allows students to use the knowledge learnt in History 

Let cross-curricular become vernacular! 
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and apply it in Spanish, whilst 
also exploring the irony of 
using the word ‘invencible’ in 
the Spanish name. 
 
In our Year 8 Cuban music 
collaboration, we team up 
with the Music Department, 
where, as part of their curric-
ulum, students have to com-
pose a piece of Latin music. 
In Spanish, we expose our 
students to musicians such as 
Buenavista Social Club or 
Gloria Estefan so that they 
can pick up some of the rep-
etitions or featured words 
found in their songs. With 
that, they will go on to write 
their own Spanish lyrics to 
add to the compositions their 
teams have created in Music. 

One of the best aspects of this collaboration is that, because not all Music stu-
dents learn Spanish, those that do have to share their knowledge with their class-
mates and are often required to take a leading role in the project, which they may 
not otherwise have had the opportunity to do. However, it isn’t just the Spanish 
students who benefit. At the moment we are also running this collaboration with 
French and the African Music unit and there would be similar scope in all other 
languages, depending on your school’s Music curriculum. 
 
Finally, the jewel in the crown is the Spanish-Art-TOK Evening. This has hap-
pened for nine years now and it targets Year 12 IB students. In this two-week 
collaboration we choose a Spanish artist, art form or concept and we explore it 
through an Art, Spanish and Theory of Knowledge point of view, culminating in 
an evening event where students put forward their ideas and the audience de-
bates on the controversial issues arising from the topic. Some examples of the 
event have been: ‘Is it arte?’ (discussing the value of graffiti as an art form 
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through Suso 33, a prominent Spanish artist) ‘¡Toro!’ (looking at the extent to 
which the bull is rooted in Spain’s psyche), ‘¡¡Gagged??’ (debating the implica-
tions of the new ‘Ley Mordaza’ in Spain [collaborating with Drama]) and ‘Dalí, 
¿Genio o Loco?’.  
 
 In these events and the lessons leading up to it, the Art, Spanish and TOK De-
partments work to help students understand the concepts behind the topic, stu-
dents meet at lunchtime to discuss their ideas and they can even decide on the 
structure of the event. The challenge for this last collaboration is great since 
finding a way to link an artist, art form or concept to a Spanish-speaking country 
and a relevant art topic can be a huge endeavour. However, with willingness and 
commitment, we have also 
succeeded. Essential to any 
collaboration is finding an 
idea which is shared with 
another discipline and finding 
somebody eager to take it 
forward. The different ways 
in which this can happen are 
endless and so is the impact 
on students, but it all starts 
with an idea and knowing 
who to share it with. In an 
international or boarding 
school, this can be easier as 
staff work, socialise and, at 
times, live with each other. 
But that shouldn’t stop day 
schools following suit and 
channelling the huge potential 
amongst a vibrant staff for 
finding common interests 
that lead to the development of great ideas and future collaborations.  
  
Alexandre-Lluís Bosch Susagna, Tanglin Trust School (Singapore) 
 



CCuenca – The True Spanish Experience 

The UNESCO world heritage town of Cuenca in Spain has launched a unique 
initiative in which the institutions and people of the town have come together to 
create an exciting and really immersive language stay package, which offers: 
 

Language practice classes  
→ Fully designed to your specifications by the Universidad  
Nacional de Educación a Distancia (UNED) 
 
Hand-picked local host families 
→ With full Spanish CRB/DBS-equivalent checks providing the 
 experience of an exchange without the arrangements 
 

 Optional daytrips 
→ Madrid, The Prado, The Bernabéu Stadium, Warner Park  
 Cuenca Region, Roman mines and Archaeology.  
 Valencia, Grenada 
 

….london@truespanishexperience.com I 0203 092 5951            

For an information pack, 
    Please contact our London agents: on 
For
   P

A stunning location and a safe environment for students  
→ Built by the Moors in a defensive position at the heart of the  
Caliphate of Cordoba, Cuenca is an unusually well-preserved  
medieval  fortified city. Full of interest it is at the same time small  
enough to make exploring a safe and easy experience. 
 

Full Immersion in our ‘Experiencias’ 
 → Activities to build fluency provided  by local businesses, local  high 
schools, the town council, chamber of commerce and specialist schools of 
music, drama, ceramics and sport in which students can use the language 
in real-life situations including flamenco dance, a TV studio, sports, theatre, 
ceramics and arts, and can take part in activities with their Spanish peers 
from the town.
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 Dulwich College:  STEAM 

 
In a world beset by acronyms this may be of use: STEAM = STEM + the ‘A’ is 
for arts. 
 
In a long and lacklustre career as a modern languages teacher, I have discovered 
the unhappy truth – that in an ‘average’ class some are enthralled by languages, 
others will put up with them if they are reasonably well taught and a third group 
who might not, shall we say, consider languages their first love. Success is often 
dependent on the ratio of the middle ground – if the teaching is good then the 
centrist voters are wooed, they then swing the balance and the class can be 
‘taught’ – and pupils learn something. Losing the middle ground makes Jacques 
a stressed and hard-worked professeur. You will have spotted that this is broadly 
similar to the way in which politics works. 
 
Languages are fine and dandy for those who are fortunate enough to believe 
them a good thing – not many Guardian readers or listeners to Radio 4 would 
make the case for ‘English is enough’. A quick check on the geographical loca-
tion of ‘5 x A*-C GCSE grades’ shows that schools in London, where multilin-
gualism is common and with a significant percentage made up of motivated 
immigrants or those with multiracial backgrounds, view languages as an asset. 
As Mr Wilshaw has said1, this is perhaps not the case in every seaside town.   
 
Many have tried and extolled the virtue of CLIL – another impenetrable acro-
nym (Content and Language Integrated Learning, silly). This has been helped by 
a change to FLAME (Future for Languages as a Medium of Education). Re-
sources are often excellent and links can be found at: 
http://www.flameplus.net/immersion-learning-article.html 
http://www.all-languages.org.uk/community/flame 
 
Over a number of years I tried different approaches. An important idea was that 
pupils must do no worse than with normal teaching! Some schools have plunged 
deep with full cross -curricular teaching, but I had too much to lose and so tried 
‘CLIL-lite’.  
 
History seemed a promising area –  and there are many successful forays into 
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this. It didn’t work for my classes. The periods chosen, fascinating in their own 
right, led too quickly to a stalling because pupils, even with scaffolding, needed 
advanced linguistic skills to cope with high level abstract thinking skills. Suppo-
sition, conjecture and opinion are grammatically complex and poor in cognates. 
Suggestion: try the excellent CLIL lesson on the TES website about Three Dic-
tators.  
 
Mathematics seemed suitable and, cynically, close to the heart of any results-
chasing head! We were lucky enough to have a visiting native speaker French 
maths teacher and we chose to team teach. She was clearly capable of delivering 
a good maths lesson in the target language. We found this excellent for support-
ing and revising maths, but presenting new material was, at best, unpredictable. 
In the end, many who struggled cognitively with French also struggled with 
maths (grammar = algebra?). Well worth trying are Rachel Hawkes’ listening 
comprehension maths lesson starter exercises. 
 
A year 12 Spanish trip to the Granada Parque de las Ciencias was a key moment 
– in front of me a solar oven (an oven that cooks using only the sun’s rays). I 
went on to produce a schools resource combining geography and French / 
Spanish based on solar ovens. Factoid: Over 2 million people die every year 
through breathing in the fumes from wood fires. Solar ovens are an answer. 
Pupils learn about the geographical issues (death, cutting down trees allows top-
soil to be blown away leading to crop failure), science (optics, safe cooking tem-
peratures). Popular science seemed the way forward. The visual support, high 
level of cognates and a component of practical work helped both learning and 

behaviour. 
Popular 
science  fol-
lowed:  the 
joys of liquid 
nitrogen, 
classes  on 
paper  engi-
neering,  air 
cannons, 
tum-
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blewings, ear gongs, the solar eclipse and the statistics of Smarties. I even teach a 
club called Aviation Française – pupils build radio controlled planes – and are 
sufficiently keen to put up with me speaking predominantly in French. 
 
What happened next? 

In short: I volunteered to teach for a year (two days a week) at an Academy. For 
much of the excellence of the language provision, the languages message was not 
a popular one. I found that pupils would, however, participate in projects based 
on this popular science approach.  
 
What is happening at the end of June? 

We will again host a ML Science Fest. In November, we invited a number of 
local state schools. Teams of two pupils presented a science topic of interest – in 
French or Spanish. Teams knew that they would be rated by their peers – and so 
there was no sense in memorizing something from Wikipedia as presentations 
had to be simple and clear. All were videoed. In the afternoon, teams combined 
to tackle a challenge – described in simple French and Spanish. This format 
works formidably well at attracting scientists who want to communicate and not 
linguists who pretend to know something about science. If you would like to 
participate please get in touch. 
 
Is this the panacea? As with any swing of the pedagogical pendulum the an-
swer is ‘no’. 
My advice would be: 
�� Consider the most popular departments in your school (they are almost 

certainly the most popular because they are the strongest). 
�� Will they work with you? (if they are strong the answer is almost certainly 

‘yes’). 
�� Will you be as enthusiastic about them as you want them to be about 

you? If not, beware! 
 
In the schools in which I have taught, this approach has increased engagement in 
lessons and the uptake of languages. With my youngest pupils we use this format 
to prepare them for the AQA FCSE exam at the end of Year 6, elsewhere my 
observation would be that a tranche who would not normally engage do so and 
improve linguistically. Able linguists enjoy the stimulating content as well as the 
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things they like about languages in more traditional lessons. 
Useful materials and links can be found at: 
http://www.dulwich.org.uk/steam 
 
They are all free to use, may not be posted elsewhere and may not be used for 
financial profit. Eureka? Non, mais ça vaut la peine de jeter un coup d’œil 
après les examens cet été avec les moins assidus… 
 
Nick Mair 
 
1http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-34647827 
 
 

Bedford School put on a play in Spanish 

Over the years Bedford School has developed a tradition of putting on full-
length Spanish plays, originally with Bedford High School and now with Bed-
ford Girls’ School. The plays of Casona have appeared three times and we 
have also tackled Alfonso Sastre’s La Mordaza and Alonso de Santos’ Bajarse al 
Moro. This year was the turn of Víctor Ruiz Iriarte and his El Landó de Seis Ca-
ballos, with a cast of four boys and four girls, and was performed at the begin-
ning of February 2016 for two nights at Bedford School’s new Quarry Theatre.   

 

El Landó is referred to as ‘una farsa’ by Iriarte (1912-1982) and is the story of 
how five young people come into the house of three old folk who have not 
ventured out to the outside world for decades. Two of them have gone mad 
and all three pretend to go for rides to the races in Madrid in their horse-
drawn carriage, using the sofa in the living room as the landau. The younger 
people all arrive in this unusual environment bearing an invitation from a mys-
terious Duke promising them a night of adventure … and adventure is what 
they get, though in no case does it turn out the way they expected.   

 

We enjoyed putting on this light-hearted piece after staging the rather darker 
La Llave en el desván by Alejandro Casona last year. We had entered both in the 
Hispanic Theatre Festival and we knew that would simply be a taster for the 
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bigger project that awaited us. The sprint involved in getting ready for the Fes-
tival Hispano is a different experience from the four or five months needed to 
rehearse the complete play and that requires significant commitment from sixth
-formers who are involved in many other activities, not least obtaining excellent 
grades in their exams. We only managed to get them all together for the first 
time with a fortnight to go! None of them were theatre regulars and all were to 
a greater or lesser degree out of their comfort zones, but all grew through the 
experience and will never forget what they achieved: two excellent performanc-
es. The big feather in their cap was that many Spaniards came to the opening 
night and laughed loudly in all the right places!   

If you are not sure whether to take on a complete play, perhaps start with a 
scene or act and go from there. Enlist the collaboration of the Drama depart-
ment if anyone there is willing to help. It won’t be a smooth ride all the time 
but both staff and students will be proud of what they accomplish and glad 
they took up the challenge! We shall certainly be hoping to do it all over again 
next year.   

 

Aidan Huxford, Bedford School 

 

THE STEPHEN SPENDER PRIZE 

for poetry in translation 

 

A student’s perspective… 

 

Beatrix Crinnion, who shared first prize in the 18-and-under section of the 2015 Stephen 
Spender Prize for her translation of Tomas Tranströmer’s ‘Allegro’, answers some questions.  
 

How did you find out about the competition? 

I found out about it through the English Department at my school. 
 
Is Swedish a language you know from home or you’ve been studying at 

school? If not, how did you come to learn it? Do you make a habit of 

learning new languages? 

I started teaching myself Swedish about this time last year, often using songs and 
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films to extend my vocabulary. Translating poetry was something I had not 
considered at that point, but it proved to be a worthwhile task and an intriguing 
part of Swedish culture to explore; it certainly provided an interesting contrast 
to all the Swedish pop music I’d been listening to beforehand. ‘Allegro’ was the 
first poem I’d translated. I had previously literally translated Swedish Disney 
songs into English, for learning purposes.  
 
How did you settle on this particular poem to translate? 

I had an embarrassingly small knowledge of Swedish poetry, so I actually began 
my search by looking poems up on Google. Eventually, I came across 
Tranströmer’s ‘Allegro’, and as ideas sprang to mind as to how I could ap-
proach a translation, I thought that it would be the best one to go with. On top 
of that, while as a foreigner I may not immediately pick out the subtleties within 
the poem, I knew I would be able to understand the at least basic meaning of 
the language that Tranströmer used, as he was renowned for using simple lan-
guage to create very intricate imagery, or to discuss profound topics. 
 
Did you learn anything from the process? 

Along with learning the extra vocab, as I’d originally hoped, I also learned more 
about poetry translation, and that you can afford to play around with a poem’s 
literal meaning to get the actual, deeper meaning of the poem. 
 
What advice would you give to someone who was thinking of entering 

the competition for the first time? 

I’d say go for it, and have fun! Pick a poem you like – that way you’ll find it 
easier to balance a literal translation with a liberal one.  
 
And a teacher’s perspective… 

 

Stephen Walsh, Head of English at Christ’s Hospital, a school that has had great success in 
the Spender Prize in recent years, discusses some of the ways that Christ’s Hospital pupils are 
encouraged to translate poetry. 
 
Of all that’s been achieved outside the strict school curriculum in recent years 
I’m most proud of our school’s achievements in the Stephen Spender competi-
tions. It’s not the number of prizewinners – though we have had quite a few in 
recent years – but the sheer number of entries we manage to elicit from our 
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school population. Personally, I feel translating poetry is a perfect ‘gifted and 
talented’ activity and it also provides incomparable cultural enrichment in all 
sorts of different ways to pupils at all ability levels.  
 
I suppose our school is quite unusual in that the impetus to encourage poetry 
translation in the school comes mainly from the English & Creative Writing side 
rather than from the ML side. In fact our English department does several 
things that MFL or Classics departments might normally do – we organize the 
entries to the UK Linguistics Olympiad, for example. 
 
That said, in our school we do many different things to try to get as many pupils 
to have a go at translating poetry as possible. At the top end, all our IB Diploma 
students have a go in Year 12 as they move on to their Literature in Translation 
studies, and many of those will return for another go the following year. We run 
internal poetry translation competitions, not just for the seniors but for the in-
termediates and the juniors as well. Last year our internal competitions had an 
entry of over 50, with 30 languages represented. Our Spender honours this year 
were in Swedish, Modern Greek and Japanese, none of which are taught in the 
school. 
 
It helps that we have a very diverse school population. Every Christmas I email 
all parents and positively encourage them to engage in a family poetry translation 
exercise in the holiday. If families have a second language-speaking grandparent, 
for example, we ask them to select a text and help the pupil with a literal transla-
tion; the pupil can then work on the English version. We’ve had lots of entries 
by that route – some traditional West African poetry, but also translations of 
Romanian, Dutch and Brazilian Portuguese poetry. 
 
We’ve had other translation-focused events too. A year or two ago our sixth 
form discussion group, ‘Symposium’, spent a whole term discussing the idea of 
translation in different academic subjects. In late 2015, inspired by a visiting 
Sindebele poet, all our year 7s worked in groups on a translation of a traditional 
Zimbabwean praise poem. We encourage teachers to use the translation activity 
worksheets on the Stephen Spender Trust website with pupils of different ages. 
Occasionally someone appears who simply enjoys it – we do have pupils, like 
Bee Crinnion, who translate poetry for fun. 
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But for the teacher it’s no less enjoyable. This year I’ve learned so many new 
things. I’ve learned about Tranströmer from Bee’s work, and a lot about Japa-
nese characters from another pupil. A third has introduced me to the Greek 
laureate Odysseus Elytis. There is cultural enrichment for the pupils and teach-
ers both, which is why it is such a rewarding endeavour all-round. 
 
Entrants are invited to submit a translation of a poem from any language, ancient or mod-
ern, to the 2016 Stephen Spender Prize, which has three categories: Open, 18-and-under 
and 14-and-under. Download the poster, read the winning entries from previous years and 
find out how to enter at stephen-spender.org. Closing date: Friday 27 May 2016.   
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We want you to make the most of us and to get in touch with us more frequently. To that end, we want you to know us as 
more than just names on a page so, here, members will share something about themselves and their roles and interests.  

Duncan Peel: 

Having been a pupil at the Royal Grammar School, Guildford, I studied German 
and Spanish at the University of Bristol, dividing my year abroad between the 
universities of Heidelberg and Barcelona. Whilst at school, I participated in an 
exchange to Germany arranged by the school and one to Spain arranged private-
ly and I remain friends with both exchange partners. The experience of total 
immersion in the language and the enjoyment I derived from being able to oper-
ate and make genuine friendships in a foreign language were formative and in-
stilled in me a love of learning languages and of continental Europe and its cul-
tures as well as a conviction of the enormous benefit of language exchanges. 
 
I joined Hampton School in 2004, having done a PGCE at the University of 
Oxford. I was Master in Charge of Cricket between 2006 and 2010, became 
Head of German in 2008 and was appointed Head of Modern Languages in 
2012. I did a part-time Master’s degree in European History and Literature at 
Birkbeck College, London in 2010-12, which included study of topics such as the 
fall of the Berlin Wall, May 1968, the catastrophe of 1945 in German thought 
and works by Goethe, Fontane, Thomas Mann, Brecht and Proust. 
 
At Hampton, we have a department of 26 members of staff and eight language 
assistants teaching five languages. I have overseen the department’s switch to 
CIE IGCSE for French, German and Spanish and from A-level to Pre-U in Ger-
man, as well as the introduction of Pre-U Short Course Mandarin Chinese. We 
have recently replaced our language laboratory with an iPad room, in which pu-
pils carry out predominantly listening and web-based exercises. 
 
As Awarding Bodies Liaison Officer, I hope to be able to be able to bring about 
effective and productive communication between members and awarding bodies. 
Please inform me of questions or concerns and if these are shared by other 
members then I will present them formally to awarding bodies. I hope also to 
represent ISMLA’s views in discussions about the design of future syllabuses so I 
would also be grateful to hear opinions on this matter. 

Meet the committee! 



Version 3 to be released later in 2015Rapid vocabulary expansion for foreign languages

NEW version to be 
released later in 2015
Teachers and learners will benefit 
from significant enhancements:

New ‘Trouble Tracker’ facility to 
identify quickly areas of vocab 
weakness in a cohort.

Softer algorithms for younger or 
lower-ability groups .

Increased differentiation features 
for mixed ability.

New student revision mode 
focusing on troublesome vocab.  

Vocab collaboration with peer 
communities.

New support for reading and 
listening comprehensions.

All features will be available to Vocab Express 
subscribers with no increase to UK subscription rates.

French*   Spanish*   German*   Italian   Portuguese   Polish   Russian    Greek 
Latin   Arabic   Urdu   Hebrew   Mandarin   Japanese

KS2    CE    KS3    GCSE    AS    A2  
*Also includes comprehensive verb conjugation

www.vocabexpress.com/ismla-0515
To find out more or register for a free trial visit:

twitter.com/vocabexpresswww.vocabexpress.com www.facebook.com/vocabexpress
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History of the Spanish Novel (OUP): ed. J.A. Garrido Ardila 

 

If you are looking to add to your school or departmental library, then this hand-
some and important history of the Spanish novel is 
a must. In a beautifully written account of the state 
of the modern novel in Spain (Chapter 17: The 
Banquet years of the Spanish novel) Germán Gul-
lón highlights the gulf between the ivory-tower crit-
ics who celebrate aesthetically correct works which 
few want to read and those socially aware narrative 
best-sellers – in itself a fascinating analysis. Accord-
ingly, it is a daunting challenge to write a relatively 
concise but comprehensive account for the general 
reader which withstands the scrutiny of the expert. 
On the whole, this history achieves such a reconcili-
ation. The authors are aware that Spanish literature 

has not been seen as mainstream within the European tradition, and their arti-
cles represent a splendid crusade to celebrate the importance and influence of 
Spain’s contribution to this genre and to speak to a wider audience. 

 

The chapters are set firmly within the European (and, where appropriate, 
American) context, but focus exclusively on works written in Spanish within 
Spain itself. For South America, you will have to look elsewhere. Mercifully and 
very stimulatingly it is not a steady trek through its history. After the compre-
hensive and helpful  ‘concise’ introduction, the book is divided into separate 
chapters written by a refreshing variety of authors in an interesting mixture of 
styles and focusing on key themes – the chivalric romance, the picaresque, so-
cial realism, the avant-garde and so on. At the same time the contributors home 
in on important works for more detailed analysis. Thus, you can select your 
topic and your chapter and read it as an independent, comprehensible and co-
herent article. For the major writers, such as the unknown author of Lazarillo 
de Tormes, Cervantes, Baroja and Galdós, you will find a much closer analysis 

Reviews 
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of individual works. One of the delights is the discovery of other major players, 
of whom I had never heard and now wish to explore. On the other hand, one 
of the consequent anomalies is the fact that the splendid introduction by the 
editor, J.A. Garrido Ardila, contains the observation that ‘Cela and Gironella 
were the towering figures in the decades following the war’, and yet Gironella 
receives no further mention in any of the chapters beyond the introduction. 

 

As someone who has read many of Galdós’ novels I can vouch for the bril-
liance of Michael Predmore’s chapter both from the point of view of its reada-
bility, its superb setting of the works in both a Spanish and European context, 
and the perceptive analysis of the individual works. This remarkable achieve-
ment is matched by the even more difficult task in Germán Gullón’s final chap-
ter, already mentioned, of summing up and sifting through the labyrinthine  
diversity of the modern novel, considering the volatile and changing political 
situation, the tension between entertainment and scholarship, the fickle nature 
of fame and celebrity versus real literary worth, and the social and class divi-
sions within modern Spanish society. This final chapter is a tour de force, wor-
thy of the last act of any opera. 

 

In some of the early chapters in particular I felt that contributors occasionally 
fell into the trap of writing too much for specialists. The editor should have 
suggested that the chapter ‘Roads Untaken’ focusing on Lazarillo de Tormes 
start with the outline narration of the story under discussion for those, includ-
ing most sixth-formers or undergraduates, who will not know the work. Instead 
we plunge into thoughts of irony and parody, perspectivism and multiperspec-
tivism… and only half-way through are we actually told what happens in the 
novel. I am sure the writer’s comments are perceptive and relevant, but atten-
tion should be paid to the needs of the general reader who requires something 
on which to hang his thoughts on abstract concepts. I felt this complexity and 
oversophistication also marred a couple of other chapters on works with which 
I was unfamiliar. By way of contrast the chapter on the Avant-Garde novel, 
about which I know little and understand less, is admirably lucid, and I was 
pleased to read such a splendidly clear and inviting introduction. 

In this way the editing could have picked up some of these points, and it was 
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also surprising in such a beautifully produced volume to find a significant num-
ber of proof-reading errors. To a pedantic languages teacher such as myself 
“Celas’ novels” is the sort of punctuation mistake a sixth former would make in 
order to annoy me. I also found some rather quaint and charming, though per-
haps unscholarly, hispanicisms (if such a word exists.): ‘a fashion that would 
spring in the rest of Europe’. The convention of translating titles and quota-
tions into English is helpful but is not consistently applied and translations are 
occasionally inaccurate. There were too many careless errors of this kind in an 
OUP publication, I felt, although these criticisms are small points in amongst a 
wealth of discovery and fine writing. The editor’s introduction is a fascinating, 
comprehensive and at times refreshingly racy account which admirably whets 
the appetite for what is to come. Who can resist the thought of a novel de-
scribed as: ‘the story of a promiscuous, bisexual girl who toys with drugs’? And 
the work is not even by Almodóvar. And so, budget willing, the book (priced at 
£65) really should find its way onto the shelves of any self-respecting school 
library. And it is not simply a question of filling a gap, literally and metaphori-
cally, but of introducing staff and pupils to some of the outstanding works of 
European literature, setting them in context and encouraging us to read further. 
In this sense it will be of interest not only to ML teachers (we should never 
forget that we must always look after our own education if we are to inspire as 
teachers), to students of Spanish, including those preparing for interview, but 
also to those who simply are curious about Spain’s contribution to the novel as 
a pillar of our European literary heritage or who wish to learn about a country 
which has always struggled to find its intellectual and literary identity in an of-
ten turbulent and repressive world. 

  

Jon Corrall, former Senior Master at Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School 

 

Lingo, a Language Spotter’s Guide to Europe (Profile Books): Gaston  

 

There is a breathlessly picaresque quality about this erudite yet easy-going lin-
guistic dash around Europe. Not having encountered its like before, I read it in 
one riveted scoot. Dorren examines languages (and how robust their futures 
look) as discrete entities as well as their links, all in a rich societal sauce of poli-
tics, history and culture. 
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Some of the prose is inelegantly cast, its jocular imagery randomly trite and heavy 
of touch: ‘Galicia, the region best known for Santiago de Compostela or, if foot-
ball interests you more than churches or religion, Deportivo de la Coruña’. At 
times, I had the impression of Henning Wehn meeting Noam Chomsky. 
 
However, Dorren writes eloquently about the arbitrariness of the components of 
any semiotic system and the descriptiveness, rather than prescriptiveness, of 
grammar, meaning that orthodoxy and correctness will derive from whatever is 
current usage. For example, red means stop and green means go because that’s 
what we’ve agreed rather than any essential link between the symbol and the 
message. Contextually, there is consideration of how long the object word whom 
has to live before the nominative inflection eats it up. Taking this a stage further, 
will “I would of eaten” evolve into accepted conditional perfect usage in time, 
given the point that grammar describes rather than dictates? 
 
He implies fascinatingly that the engineered resuscitation of Cornish and Manx is 
an artificial construct not in kilter with the authenticity of the normal organic 
evolution of other tongues. And yet, those interested in language are enticed by 
the prospect of the resurrection of those dead languages. (The windswept travails 
of Celtic languages are hard to fathom. Last year I went to Caernarfon and was 
heartened to hear everyone speaking Welsh. Nine miles away in Bangor, no one 
was.) 
 
The chapter on Yiddish, the language of Ashkenazim Jewry, is marvellous, its 
shrivelling being attributed to assimilatory russification, emigration and, of 
course, Nazi predation. And yet so many of its words have been bequeathed to 
us by the diaspora, such as chutzpah, spiel, schmooze, nosh and kosher. 
 
Rather different is the unchanging stasis of Icelandic: the uninvaded isolation of 
that nation being the linguistic equivalent of fauna species of the Galapagos be-
ing unchallenged by bigger prey. Analogously, having known West Germany 
quite well, I went to the former GDR, or DDR, for the first time in the early 90s 
and was enchanted to see bus timetables and menus still in Gothic script, un-
touched by occidental imperatives. The 50-year rigor mortis imposed by com-
munism was never more palpable. Equally of interest are some lovely, whimsical 
musings about the disappearance of thou and, yet, the powerful persistence of the 
du / Sie, tu / vous distinction. 
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 The number of languages spoken is contracting, owing, of course, to globalisa-
tion. And yet this very tendency is enhancing as well as boringly homogenising. 
The existence in English of so many foreign words (zeitgeist, kindergarten, blitz; 
amateur, fiancé(e), confidant(e); bravura, crescendo, impresario; aficionado, 
armada, cojones) is testimony to the enrichment provided by inter-breeding. 
Dorren treats this paradox with intelligence and sensitivity. 
 
Overall, I would say that the scope of Dorren’s discussion is too big to enable 
unqualified success in 270 pages. I’d have liked to see more on diacritics (absent 
from English except on foreign words, and even then we can’t seem to decide 
whether they are necessary), for instance. Lingo is nonetheless a ripping yarn 
that leaves few corners of our beguiling continent untouched. My future visits 
to Europe will be the sharper for it. 
 
Peter Lawson, Mill Hill School 
 

200 drôles d'expressions que l'on utilise tous les 

jours sans vraiment les connaître (Le Robert) : 

Alain Rey 

 

Alain Rey, cet amoureux de la langue française, ce 
maître d’œuvre du Robert, vient d’ajouter un titre à 
sa longue liste d’ouvrages remarquables concernant 
l’étude de cette langue : 200 drôles d’expressions que nous 
utilisons tous les jours sans vraiment les connaître, édité 
chez Le Robert, au prix de 19 euros, avec quatre 
cent quinze pages. 
 
C’est le 27 novembre 2015 au 13 heures de France 2 que l’auteur  a présenté ce 
splendide travail, avec beaucoup d’humour et, comme toujours, avec un grand 
enthousiasme. Il nous offre chaque expression comme s’il s’agissait d’une pépite 
mystérieuse qu’il scrute, dont il explique le sens, l’origine, l’emploi et dont il 
donne un exemple pour illustrer son commentaire. Pour lui, la langue française  
« ne se laisse pas enfermer dans du formol, elle est extrêmement vivante, aussi 
vivante que nous (…) et elle nous apporte une vie disparue». Son livre reflète 
cette vie et il se lit un peu comme un roman. Ses découvertes, le fruit d’années 
de recherches, surprennent. 
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En effet, pour Alain Rey, la langue française réserve bien des surprises cachées 
à notre insu, c’est une immense « enveloppe surprise ». Les expressions qu’il 
examine à la loupe font partie intégrante du langage courant, comme l’indique 
le titre du livre. Qui n’a pas été étonné par la richesse de la langue française, 
même celle de tous les jours, même dans la rue, même à la télévision, abstrac-
tion faite des éraflures subies par la grammaire enseignée pour GCSE et A-
Level ? Alain Rey nous révèle « les petits mystères cachés par des siècles et des 
siècles d’utilisation» et il s’émerveille, comme nous, qu’on fasse «des phrases 
avec des mots dont on ignore le sens. »  
 
Notre auteur commente entre autres : au fur et à mesure, où le sens de fur est 
maintenant ignoré de tous, en goguette, faire un tabac (expression qui n’a rien à voir 
avec le tabagisme, mais plutôt avec le verbe tabasser, la claque du théâtre et l’ex-
pression en avoir sa claque!). Il décortique avec humour à tire-larigot et nous fait 
« passer de la musique à l’ivresse ! », de la flûte au champagne ! 
 
Cet ouvrage, tout comme la langue française, « fait revivre le passé et montre 
qu’il y a une communauté francophone (…) dans le monde entier ». Cette com-
munauté et les générations précédentes, nous affirme ce linguiste, nous ont 
apporté une richesse qui est « inépuisable et source de drôleries  et aussi de sé-
rieux» 
 
2OO drôles d’expressions se doit de figurer parmi les livres de référence dans 
toutes les bibliothèques des amoureux du français. Il offre une mine de rensei-
gnements qui permettent de mieux connaître cette langue et il est tout aussi 
indispensable pour les enseignants que pour leurs élèves. L’auteur y fait preuve 
d’autorité tout en s’expliquant avec clarté, simplicité et humour. Bien sûr, il 
n’explique qu’une petite partie des multiples expressions courantes employées 
en français mais il poursuit les recherches entreprises par d’autres: Claude 
Duneton avec La Puce à l’oreille, en Livre de Poche, Gilles Henry avec Le Diction-
naire des mots qui ont une histoire, édité chez Tallander, Henriette Walter dont 
L’Aventure des mots français venus d’ailleurs, chez Robert Laffont, a contribué à sa 
réputation. 
 
Louis Bardou, formerly of Haberdashers’ Aske’s School for Girls 
 



For further information join our mailing list at 
info.uk@mecd.es 

Spanish Workshops 
for Teachers                      18 June 2016   
Our Workshops are the perfect chance for Spanish 
teachers willing to enjoy a training day in a Spanish-
speaking atmosphere together with the delights of 
the Mediterranean cuisine. 

For Primary, Secondary and Further Education 
teachers. 
Workshops on language skills, culture and 
methodology. 
Direct contact with Spanish publishers exhibiting 
at the event. 
The 18 June (for Primary and for Secondary) at 
the Spanish School Cañada Blanch, in London.

Para mayor información, solicite su inclusión en nuestra 
lista de correo escribiendo: info.uk@mecd.es 

Talleres de español 
para el profesorado            18 de junio 
Nuestros talleres son una magnífica oportunidad 
para que el profesorado de español participe en 
una jornada donde se aúnan el reciclaje 
profesional, el ambiente hispano y las excelencias 
de la gastronomía mediterránea. 

Destinados al profesorado de Primaria y 
Secundaria del Reino Unido. 
Distintos talleres a lo largo del día sobre 
aspectos lingüísticos, culturales y metodológicos 
Espacio para las últimas novedades editoriales 
sobre la enseñanza del español. 
Se realizan el 18 de junio (para Primaria y para 
Secundaria) en el Instituto Español Cañada 
Blanch de Londres.
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 . Year-round Spanish 
Courses from 1-36 weeks

 . Teachers of Spanish 
Refresher Courses

 . Homestay, student 
flats and residence 
accommodation

 . Group study specialists-
highly competitive prices

 . Summer Camps for Kids 
and Youngsters 5-18 years 

For a FREE information pack contact
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ALICANTE
BARCELONA
GRANADA 
MADRID
MALAGA

MARBELLA
SALAMANCA
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And many more locations in Latin America!

IN SPAIN

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

FOR ISMLA MEMBERS 
NO ENROLMENT FEE! 

As a member of the ISMLA you 
are entitled to enrol on a don 
Quijote course and save the 

enrolment fee of £45. Contact 
our UK office for further 

information on this 
special offer.




